
Chapter 11

User requirements for
meeting support technology
Denis Lalanne, Andrei Popescu-Belis

There are many kinds of information technology that can be used to make
meetings more productive, some of which have more to do with what hap-
pens before and after meetings than during them. Document repositories,
presentation software, and even intelligent lighting can all play their part. In
our discussion of user requirements, we will restrict ourselves to considering
systems that draw on the multimodal signal processing techniques described
in the earlier chapters of this book to capture and analyze meetings. Such a
system might help people understand something about a past meeting that
has been stored in an archive, but it might equally well aid meeting partic-
ipants in some way during the meeting itself. It might help system users
understand what has been said at a meeting, or it could serve some other
purpose — conveying an idea of who was present, who spoke and what the
interaction was like, for instance. We will refer to all such systems, regardless
of their purpose or when they are used, as “meeting support technology”.

In the classic approach to software development, user requirements are
set early the process and do not change as development proceeds. This
approach causes difficulties for meeting support technology, as it does for
many other kinds of software, because multimodal signal processing raises
the possibility of very new kinds of systems that many potential users have
trouble imagining. We begin by describing the most well-known models
for the software development process and explaining why they break when
user requirements are hard to to define. We then introduce the approach
that evolved to fit the needs of this community. In a nutshell, what is
required is an iterative process that through interaction between developers
and potential users, gradually narrows and refines sets of user requirements
for individual applications. Finally, we both illustrate the approach and lay
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out specific user requirements by discussing the major user studies that have
been conducted for meeting support technology.

11.1 Models for the software development process

The simplest way to think of the software development process is as a series
of stages where each is complete before the next one starts. This approach
is commonly known as the “waterfall model”. Although different versions
of the model include different stages, they always begin with requirements
specification. Afterwards come design, implementation (that is, actually
writing software code), testing, deployment, and maintenance of the finished
product. Software is evaluated in terms of how well it meets the initial
specifications ISO/IEC (2001). The argument used by proponents of the
model is that following it tends to lead to higher quality software — in
particular, because changing the user requirements after coding has started
can waste programming time and lead to a product with an incoherent
design or inconsistent and difficult to maintain implementation. In practice,
however, life is often not that simple, and the software development process
iterates by moving back to “prior” stages whenever the need for that becomes
apparent. The most classic way of thinking of this iteration is called the
“spiral model” (Boehm, 1986). In this model, the aim is still to establish
stable user requirements early on, but development occurs in cycles. For
each cycle, development involves elaborating the objectives of the cycle,
identifying and resolving major sources of risk, defining and elaborating the
product, and finally, planning the next cycle. This approach acknowledges
the difficulty of following the waterfall stages and mitigates the risk to the
quality of the final product through its emphasis on risk analysis.

There are many variants on the iterative design process that have been
expressed as a result of grappling with how to produce different kinds of
software. For meeting support technology, the main difficulty for software
development stems from the fact that multimodal signal processing is so
new it promises software that is a radical departure from the user’s existing
experience. In cases like this, there are two main tendencies that drive devel-
opment. On the one hand, there is “technology push”: as new technologies
arise from research and reach maturity, their proponents naturally think of
deploying them in products. On the other hand, “market pull”, or the at-
tempt to satisfy unmet needs that potential users have already expressed, is
just as natural — and often more immediately rewarding in business terms.
The problem is how to make these two tendencies meet in the middle, when
potential users are not aware of what is technologically feasible, and system
developers are not aware of what the users require. This problem calls for
a different kind of iteration. In “user-centered design”, each cycle of the
iteration involves system development and evaluation, so that the software
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development process gradually homes in on what is possible that the users
need (Dix et al., 1993). Each cycle includes requirements elicitation, soft-
ware design and implementation, and finally, task-based evaluation (Som-
merville, 2007, Chapter 2) in a back-and-forth exchange between users and
developers.

11.2 A model for meeting support technologies

We propose the helix shaped model shown in Figure 11.1 as an explicit rep-
resentation of the iterations that have shaped several projects in meeting
support technologies, including several achievements of the AMI Consor-
tium. The helix rotates through four sectors that form the horizontal axis,
while making progress towards specific software products on the vertical
axis. Although this axis is correlated with time, it is not necessary that
all components of a system progress at the same pace, therefore the axis is
better characterized in terms of specificity and product completeness. The
four sectors of each iteration correspond to the principal stages in the de-
velopment of software prototypes, especially of research ones: requirements,
analysis and design, implementation, and testing. These stages match the
ISO 9126 recommendations (ISO/IEC, 2001) and the IBM Rational Unified
Process (Kroll and Kruchten, 2003).

Based on experience from developing meeting browsers, exemplified in
the following chapter of the book, the four sectors of the helix are divided
by two axes: the ‘people’ axis from users to developers, and the ‘systems’
axis from construction to evaluation. Hence, the four sectors of the helix
are: requirements elicitation, design/implementation, performance evalua-
tion (i.e. intrinsic evaluation of components by developers), and task-based
evaluation (i.e. extrinsic evaluation of a product by users). The evaluation
of complex systems such as meeting browsers, which rely on advanced mul-
timodal signal processing to extract features from meeting recordings, is not
so much a matter of testing/verification, but rather of measuring the users’
acceptability of the actual error rate of the processing (which is inevitably
non-zero for human interaction analysis).

As in other iterative software development models, the evaluation results
obtained in one iteration can also be viewed as more or less specific elicited
requirements, and are therefore used to derive new specifications for design
in the subsequent iteration or loop. Each loop of the helix ends with a
certain form of evaluation, which can be evaluation per se, or some kind of
analysis of the product of the iteration, based on users’ experience with a
more or less fully implemented prototype. Depending on each iteration or
loop, the evaluation methods that are used may vary considerably to match
the technologies under evaluation. For instance, browser prototypes may use
hand-crafted annotations or a Wizard-of-Oz, while systems that integrate
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Figure 11.1: Software development process for meeting support technology:
the helix model.

autonomous multimodal signal processing tools may be evaluated outside
the laboratory.

In the rest of this chapter, we review the most important studies aimed
at eliciting user requirements for meeting support technology, which are
therefore to be situated in the bottom-left sector of the horizontal plane of
the helix (visible in the upper part of Figure 11.1). Chapter 12 will present
several prototypes developed mainly by the AMI Consortium (situated in
the bottom-right sector of the same plane of the helix). Chapter 13 will
present user-oriented evaluation methods and results (top-left sector) and
will conclude by looking back on the helix model presented above.

11.3 Determining user requirements: two approaches

Studies of user needs are comparatively less frequent than specific proposals
for meeting support tools, although capturing user needs normally initiates
the development cycle of a software product. Two strategies have essentially
been used to obtain specifications from user input. Both approaches have
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advantages and shortcomings, as the examples below will show.

1. The first strategy is practice-centric and focuses on analyzing the use of
current information technology for meeting support, and inferring the
needs that new technology could fulfill. This leads to firm, verifiable
conclusions regarding current practices, but inferring exact specifica-
tions for future tools from them, on the grounds that they answer
limitations of current ones, may require a considerable leap of faith.

2. The second strategy has been to ask users to describe functionalities
that, if available to them in the future, would likely support their
involvement in meetings better than existing technologies do. This
requires some guidance of the polled users, outlining specifically the
range of functionalities that can be expected from future technology.

The second approach is more deterministic than the first one in turning
expressed user needs into precise specifications, but is still faced with a
dilemma regarding generality. On the one hand, if users are left free to
imagine potential functionalities, then it might be difficult to agree on a
prioritized list, and many suggestions might be quite far from being possible
to implement. On the other hand, if users are too constrained by feasibility
issues (sometimes shown to them as a partly implemented architecture), then
their answers might not reflect genuine or urgent needs. As a consequence,
the resulting software might again merely reflect the designers’ intuitions,
with the risk of low utility or acceptance rates. Moreover, the results of the
user studies are likely to mix evaluation of existing specifications with the
elicitation of new ones.

11.3.1 Analysis of current practices for meeting archival and
access

The purpose of a practice-centric study is to investigate and to evaluate uses
of current technology. The sophistication of the current technology may
vary, but the key point is to determine the capabilities and shortcomings of
current practice. In this way one can first identify a clear performance base-
line for further technology (new technology must at least be able to achieve
what is useful in current technology) and especially identify new promising
areas for research and development (areas in which new technology should
overcome the limitations of current practice).

There are various ways that practice-centric studies can be carried out,
but typically an ethnographic approach is used, in which the uses and short-
comings of current technology are determined through observation and in-
terviews. In this approach, it is important that the full chain of use of
current technology is analyzed. We focus in this section on studies of meet-
ing archiving and access practices, which were the main target of the past
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decade, as opposed for instance to technologies for meeting enhancement or
for remote meetings, which were less researched.

Two landmark ethnographic studies of practices, regarding the use of in-
formation captured from meetings in a corporate context, have been notably
performed. In this studies, subjects used to held a series of project-related
meetings (Jaimes et al., 2004; Whittaker et al., 2008). In each study, a dozen
people were interviewed over several weeks or months, and additionally the
first study surveyed 500 people, in order to explore the types of records and
cues that people use to recall information from past meetings. The first
study intended to explore the potential utility of visual information, while
the second one (described in more detail in the following section) focused on
more traditional records such as written minutes or personal notes, possi-
bly based on transcripts of audio recordings. While both studies confirmed
the importance of structured meeting minutes for recalling the information
present in meetings, they differed in many other conclusions. These differ-
ences are likely due to the different perspectives of the experimenters.

In the first study (Jaimes et al., 2004), the users highlighted the utility
of audio-visual recordings for verifying or better understanding points in a
meeting and as an accurate overall record, while in the second one (Whit-
taker et al., 2008) the users emphasized the limitations of official minutes
for recalling specific details – a limitation partly overcome by private notes.
Searching verbatim meeting records was a potentially challenging task: the
first study showed that visual cues related to the meeting room and the
participants facilitated recall, as did the list of topics discussed in the meet-
ing, while the second study put forward the difficulty to retrieve important
items such as assigned tasks or decisions, and demonstrated the need for
summaries rather than for full records.

Two other ethnographic studies, one by Cremers et al. (2007) and the
other one by Bertini and Lalanne (2007), with respectively 10 and 118 users,
confirmed the previous insights. In order to retrieve information about a
past meeting they attended, people use minutes and personal notes, though
almost just as often they rely on personal recollection or even on emails and
their attachments. The utility of audio-visual recordings alone was consid-
ered to be quite low, the main reason – for about half of the participants of
the second study – being the time that is needed to go through the record-
ing of an entire meeting. Given this constraint, it is of no surprise that
recordings were viewed as useful mainly to check what someone has said, in
case of doubt, or as a proxy for people who missed an important meeting.
Among the reasons why someone would need to review a past meeting, the
most frequent ones are the need to remember past topics, assigned tasks, or
the date of the next meeting, in order to prepare for it.
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11.3.2 A practice-centric study of access to past meeting in-
formation

To illustrate the methods and possible conclusions of practice-centric stud-
ies, this section provides as an example an overview of the second study
mentioned above (Whittaker et al., 2008). The authors of the study se-
lected two service companies in the UK, one responsible for national and
international mail deliveries and the other one supplying software services.
In each firm the authors studied a core team of people who attended a series
of meetings over a period of time. The study thus followed two teams in
repeated interactions, rather than a large set of loosely connected meetings,
because an important objective was to determine how information in ear-
lier meetings was invoked and followed up on in later meetings. Both sets
of meetings were oriented towards specific tasks that had to be solved and
were often structured around written agendas.

Only 56% of the meetings that they observed had minutes taken. This
seemed to depend on factors such as importance, meeting context and meet-
ing type. Minutes were taken more often in the software company than the
delivery company. A possible reason was that the software meetings were
contractual, i.e. various promises were being made about what services would
be delivered. Both parties felt that, in this case, it was advantageous for
decisions and commitments to be a matter of record.

In both settings, minutes (when taken) had clear benefits in serving as
a group contract and memory aid. Still, the results of the study pointed
out a large variety of limitations of public records, obtained either explicitly
from the declarations of individuals, or from observations of their behavior.
Minutes appeared to be occasionally inaccurate, or even selective at times,
omitting politically sensitive information; they were also laborious to pro-
duce, and thus often not timely. Minutes appeared to lack sufficient detail to
allow participants to carry out personal actions, or to allow non-attendees
to determine what went on in the meeting. In fact, the minutes did not
capture more peripheral aspects of the meeting such as “awareness” infor-
mation that is relevant to the group’s functioning but not directly related to
a decision or action, and did not render the individual experience of being
in a specific meeting.

One response to the limits of meetings was for individuals to supple-
ment minutes with personal notes. Indeed, when there were no minutes,
participants relied on the manager’s notes if these were available, or on a
combination of different team members’ personal notes. But, even when
public minutes were made, personal notes appeared to give more detailed
context and background information associated with personal and group
commitments. However, participants also cited a number of limitations of
personal notes: taking notes reduces one’s ability to contribute to discus-
sion; personal notes sometimes lack both accuracy and comprehensibility;
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and they are of course even less suitable than public minutes for allowing
non-attendees to understand the meeting.

To conclude, the four studies cited in section 11.3.1, and in particular
the one presented in more detail in this section, indicate a clear need for
meeting records, which is only imperfectly fulfilled by traditional practices of
public and personal meeting notes. Moreover, raw audio-visual recordings of
meetings appear to be of little use on their own, and need to be accompanied
by search and browsing tools that offer finer-grained access than current
media players do. Such tools should nevertheless support current record
taking practices, and in particular the need for abstracting information from
meetings, while addressing the problems associated with these practices.

11.3.3 Elicitation of requirements from potential users

A second approach to finding requirements for meeting support technology
calls into play the users’ own imagination. In this approach, requirements
are elicited directly from users by encouraging them to formulate explicit
technological needs, generally after the intended setting and some technical
guidelines are explained to them.

This section will review several studies for requirements elicitation that
follow from the practice-centric studies described above, and aim at refining
the specifications of technology for meeting archiving and access. In other
words, we focus here on studies of concrete proposals for addressing the lim-
itations observed in the previous sections, specifically related to the content
of meetings, rather than reviewing user studies about all aspects of meet-
ing support technology (ranging from the arrangement of meeting rooms to
means for video conferencing).

The requirements elicitation studies presented below asked participants
to imagine that they are using an “intelligent” search and navigation tool for
meeting recording, and to describe the tasks that it could perform, or even
more specifically the queries that they would use (see also 11.4). The studies
included tasks that users could perform with the help of a system, tasks that
a system could be expected to perform upon receiving a command, or formal
queries about meeting data – thus illustrating the variety of settings that
subjects can be induced to imagine.

The instructions given to the participants have a strong influence on the
elicited needs and requirements. For instance, users might express a need for
tools that help them produce public minutes for a meeting, i.e. tools to help
humans perform a meeting-related task. Other users might want to submit
queries to a fully automatic system, such as “what were the main points
discussed?” or “give me the summary of a meeting” (see Chapter 10 for
current capabilities in meeting summarization). Or, they might only submit
a query to find regions of interest in a meeting, which would help them
produce the minutes after watching the respective parts of the meeting.
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In one of the requirements elicitation studies reported by Cremers et al.
(2007), eight users were asked to imagine an application generating public
meeting minutes from recordings. The most demanded pieces of information
to include in such minutes appeared to be the arguments for decisions, the
main topics and things to do, but also simply the meeting agenda and the
names of the participants. When trying specifically to catch up on a missed
meeting, users emphasized the need for a summary or gist, together with a
list of things to do, accompanied by a browser adapted to the visualization
of the minutes in relation to a recording. In a query set with about 60 items
collected from a dozen professionals by Banerjee et al. (2005), the most
frequently requested item was also the list of topics or themes discussed at
a meeting.

Several large sets of requirements or specific queries were collected by
members of the AMI and IM2 consortia towards the beginning of the projects.
One experiment included only researchers or developers of meeting technol-
ogy and did not specify use cases for accessing meeting recordings (Lalanne
and Sire, 2003), while another one collected “queries” as observations of
interest (see next section).

Another experiment featured 14 researchers and 14 people who had not
been previously exposed to meeting technology (Lisowska, 2003; Lisowska
et al., 2004). The participants could choose between four use cases – a
manager tracking employee performance (5 subjects) or project progress (4),
an employee missing one project meeting (12) or joining an ongoing project
(7) – and were asked to state in their own words the questions that they
would ask to access the information in a meeting archive. About 300 queries
were collected and analyzed, with the purpose of inferring requirements for
meeting processing, regardless of feasibility, such as the extraction of specific
features from meeting media.

11.4 Query analysis

Narrowing even further the quest for user requirements, several studies have
addressed the problem of analyzing large sets of queries formulated by po-
tential users of an hypothetical meeting analysis and retrieval system with
the global goal of understanding “what happened” in a past meeting. Of
course, in this case, a system for meeting retrieval must not only be able to
answer the queries (e.g. find all questions raised by participant X on topic
Y) but must also understand the language-based or multimodal query it-
self (e.g. “what did X ask about Y?”). Few studies have investigated the
requirements for understanding queries1 and we will not discuss these any
further, instead we focus on the type of information that users would like to

1Most studies assume that the user interfaces can assist the user in formulating a
complex formal (non-ambiguous) query without the need for analyzing linguistic input.
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look for in a meeting archive.
The study by Lisowska et al. (2004) found that users of a meeting cap-

ture and access system would mainly look for: (1) queries related to the
interaction between participants, touching on elements such as decisions,
questions, discussions, or disagreement; and (2) queries about items that are
conceptually part of meeting activities, such as dates, people, documents,
and presentations, and also global and local discussion topics. These cate-
gories, and their sub-divisions, appeared to be overlapping by necessity, as
queries can target the communicative or the content dimensions of a meet-
ing fragment or utterance at the same time. Answering the queries requires
topic detection, e.g. terms or significant keywords, named entity recogni-
tion, but also an understanding of the interaction structure, e.g. in terms of
speech acts or decision processes, which in many cases far exceeds current
processing capabilities. A sizable number of queries were directed towards
elementary meeting items, such as presentations, agendas and dates, and
can be answered using simple processing of meeting recordings. The same
query set was later reused by Pallotta et al. (2007) to justify the need for
argumentative analysis of meeting data – a notion loosely defined to include
issues, proposals, arguments and decisions.

Query analysis can also be done on the data obtained using the Browser
Evaluation Test (the BET, more fully described in Chapter 13) and more
specifically using its query collection procedure (Wellner et al., 2005; Popescu-
Belis et al., 2008). In the experiment reported by Wellner et al. (2005), 21
subjects were asked to formulate observations of interest regarding three
recorded meetings from the AMI Corpus (see Chapter 2 of this book, Car-
letta (2007). The observations captured aspects that the subjects, who did
not participate in the meetings, thought to have been important to the ac-
tual participants. These aspects are then considered as potential targets
for subsequent search. Users were explicitly asked to mark observations as
either local or global, i.e. for a given moment, a short interval, or through-
out the meeting. However, the design of the collection procedure using an
audio-visual meeting player encouraged observers to formulate many more
local than global queries, thus possibly leading to a biased set.

In the non-consolidated set of 572 statements from 21 observers, 63%
of the statements refered to specific moments, 30% to short intervals, and
only 7% were about the entire meeting. As for the content, five classes can
be distinguished: statements about decisions (8%), about facts stated by
participants (76%, including arguments leading to decisions), and about the
interaction process or the media used by participants (11%); additionally,
statements about the agenda and about the date of the following meeting
were infrequent (2% each) but mentioned by most subjects. If the same anal-
ysis is made over the 251 statements mentioned by at least three subjects
each, then the proportions of statements regarding decisions, agenda and
dates increase to 13%, 4% and 3% respectively, while those related to pro-
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cess/media decrease to 2% and those regarding facts or arguments remains
constant.

In fact, it is important for system designers to find out not only what
queries are asked but also how they are asked. For instance, Lisowska et al.
(2007) conducted a large-scale study with 91 subjects, using a Wizard-of-Oz
approach, hence with a partially-implemented interface, giving access to an
archive of meeting recordings. The goal of the study was to observe the
modalities most often used to access the archive when the subjects com-
pleted tasks assigned by experimenters, such as answering questions about
one or more meetings. The study showed that exposure and training had
a strong impact on the way people used modalities to formulate queries –
speech, written language, or mouse clicks – with no single natural combi-
nation standing out. Speech was slightly preferred over other modalities to
interact with the system, as the system appeared to understand it accept-
ably, thanks to the dedicated human Wizard-of-Oz in the background.

11.5 From requirements to specifications: focus
on meeting browsers and meeting assistants

Figure 11.2: Generic architecture of a meeting processing and retrieval sys-
tem: the main application of our consortium (meeting browsing for fact-
finding and verification) chosen for its adequation with user needs, potential
technology developments, and generality.

This review of user studies shows that requirements for meeting archiving
and browsing technology are multi-faceted, but that their main dimensions
are now well understood. Requirements can be categorized in terms of:

• targeted time span within a meeting or series of meetings, i.e. utter-
ance, fragment, or entire meeting;

• targeted media, such as audio, video, documents, presentations, emails;

• complexity of information that is searched for, either present in the
media or inferred from content;
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• query complexity or modalities used to express it.

Two main categories of applications answer part of these requirements each:
systems for meeting summarization (discussed in Chapter 10 of this book),
and meeting browsers, i.e. systems for navigating meeting records and help-
ing users to locate relevant information (which are the topic of the following
chapter).

The development and testing of systems for meeting browsing and search,
including fact finding and verification, has been an important focus of the
AMI and IM2 Consortia. Meeting browsers answer some of the most fre-
quently mentioned user needs, and raise interesting challenges for multime-
dia processing (see Chapters 3–9). Meeting browsing as illustrated in Fig-
ure 11.2 appears to be a significant transversal application, from meeting
recording to storage, analysis and finally searching and browsing, striking
a good balance between answering user needs, feasibility, and generality.
Therefore, as outlined in this chapter, user studies from AMI and IM2 have
been gradually narrowed down towards the elicitation of specific fact-finding
tasks.

Still, the development of meeting capture and access systems could be
made more user-driven in the future, with a number of challenges to be
addressed. As user studies are notoriously difficult to generalize, a large
number of studies are needed to circumscribe the range of options for meet-
ing archiving and access technology. Such studies, however, become quickly
outdated as the underlying technologies evolve continuously. Moreover, a
large proportion of user studies carried out by private companies for the
development of proprietary products are never published, as they offer com-
panies a competitive advantage. This shows the need for periodical reviews
or syntheses of studies related to user needs, requirements, and user-centric
evaluation.

Going beyond the elicitation of requirements for meeting browsers and
their related development, research and development within the AMIDA
project has evolved towards co-located and remote meeting support tech-
nologies, more specifically towards meeting assistants. While meeting browsers,
as addressed in the AMI and IM2 projects, are offline assistants that use
the results of multimodal signal processing techniques applied to the record-
ings of past meetings, meeting assistants are online, and as such work in
real-time to support people during meetings. This shift towards real-time
support has been natural with the experience gained with offline systems.
The usability engineering cycles for eliciting the requirements and designing
meeting assistants could thus follow a shorter path than in the AMI project.
Two main concepts for meeting assistants were thus explicit from the early
stages, and once their the technical feasibility was assessed by the tech-
nology experts of the consortium, the design of the “content linking” and
“engagement and floor control” systems could start (see Chapter 12, Sec-
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tion 12.3). In fact, user scenarios (users, tasks, context) were used to build
user interface mock-ups (low-fidelity prototypes) that were shown to focus
groups, which evaluated and refined the prototypes. Finally, a test-bed was
developed with the most promising designs, in which the effectiveness, effi-
ciency, and satisfaction of the meeting assistant functionalities were tested,
including remote meeting support.

11.6 Summary and further reading

This chapter reviewed several user studies aimed at collecting requirements
for meeting support technologies, and in particular for systems aimed at
accessing recordings of meetings. Starting from a model of software de-
velopment, the helix model, the chapter explained why such systems are
difficult to specify completely from the very first user study. Rather, the
studies were gradually narrowed down from practice-centric ones to the elic-
itation of specific queries that users might address to a system. Therefore,
the studies did not lead to a unique specification, as they depended on how
subjects were prompted to respond and how their answers were analyzed.

These requirements have lead most directly to the design and develop-
ment of meeting browsers for fact finding and verification, which answer
the most frequently mentioned user needs, and are described in Chapter 12.
In addition, benchmarking methods grounded in user studies were designed
and are presented in Chapter 13.

User requirements for real-time meeting assistants, to be used mainly
during meetings, are discussed by Cremers et al. (2008), while user require-
ments elicitation for co-located and remote meeting support technology is
discussed in the AMI Project Deliverable D6.2 (AMI Consortium, 2005)
and AMIDA Project Deliverable D2.2 (Post et al., 2008), both public and
containing additional references.

For more depth on the topics discussed in this chapter, readers might be
interested in reading the discussion about the meeting context and its im-
plications for system design provided by Elling (2007). Further, a summary
of AMI-related achievements at various stages of the helix model appears
in (Popescu-Belis et al., 2011). On a related note, a critical analysis of
the extent to which current life-logging systems (a generalization of meeting
capture systems) answer real user needs is provided by Sellen and Whittaker
(2010).
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